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Abstract
Component-based software engineering has proved itself as a strong pillar in software engineering community. Large
number of factors are involved in the success of software product developed using Component-based software
engineering, for instance, security, reliability, quality, safety, and testability. As the component-based software is made
up of large number of components put together, therefore components’ reliability influence the reliability of the
complete software. Numerous models and principles have been established to estimate the reliability of software by
applying information regarding architecture, quality and security attributes of the software. Many researchers
overlooked a major factor while estimating reliability of component-based software and that is error-propagation.
Although it can be a case that the components are not dependent on each other and they are supplemented with the
wrappers. However it is not true for many component-based applications. In this paper, a framework for reliability
estimation has been proposed. In our proposal we have considered error propagation. We have analyzed the program
structure and also presented how they are handled in estimation process. Further sensitivity analysis is done to identify
the most sensitive component of the system. A numerical simulation is also presented for better understanding of the
proposed framework.
Keywords- Component-based software, Reliability estimation, Error propagation, Path-based model, Transition
probability, Sensitivity analysis.

Acronyms
CBS
CBSE
EPP
NHPP
SDLC
UML
CDG
CASE
SRGM
COTS
RADL
CRS
PACS

Component-Based System/Software
Component-Based Software Engineering
Error Propagation Probability
Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process
Software Development Life Cycle
Unified Modeling Language
Component Dependency Graph
Component-Aided Software Engineering
Software Reliability Growth Model
Component-off-the-shelf
Rich Architecture Definition Language
Component Reliability Specification
Personnel Access Control System

Notations
RCi
G
C
T
P
R

Reliability of ith component
A Component flow graph, G= <C, T, P, R>
Set of components
Set of edges between components
Set of transition probability
Set of reliability of components
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Ci
Tij
M
P
pk
Rpk
ni
EP(X, Y)
i, j
l
E(X,Y)
T(X,Y)
Θj
PY(x)
PX Y [ Fx 1 ( y )]

PX Y [v]

RPCi
Tch, Ri
Sch, Ri
Ch

A specific component
Transition from ith component to jth component
Total number of components
Number of testing paths
A specific testing path
Reliability of pkth testing path
Busy period of ith component
Error propagation between component X and Y
Index of components, i, j= 1, 2, 3…..M
Number of iterations in a loop structure
Error propagation probability
Transition probability
Failure probability of jth component
Probability of component Y in state x (SY is the set of states of component Y)
Probability of message transmission that causes component to go to state y
Probability of sending a message from component X to Y
Reliability of component Ci while considering error propagation
Relative change of system reliability (when reliability of a component is changed with the factor ch)
Sensitivity of system (when reliability of a component is changed with the factor ch)
Change in reliability of a component

1. Introduction
“Simplicity is prerequisite for reliability”―Edsger W. Dijkstra
Use of modular design in software development process is increasing as the complexity and size
of the software is increasing (Misra and Sharma, 1991; Goševa-Popstojanova and Trivedi, 2001;
Gokhale, 2007). Component-based development have tremendously gained acceptance in the
world of software development. The ultimate aim is to design independent components which are
part of the software system and collaborate with the available system components (Heineman and
Councill, 2001). The fundamental benefit behind using the component-based software
development approach includes, high quality product in low cost using the minimal efforts and
reduction in development time. These pre-tested components make them highly useful and
suitable to use in large number of applications (D‟Souza and Wills, 1997; Lau et al., 2006;
Nautiyal et al., 2013). These all benefits achieved because a CBSE approach rely on predefined
software components. Along with the above challenges, quality and reliability of components or
modules may poses new challenges in front of developers. It is thus a requirement to have an
improved technique for estimating reliability of the software at its early development phase
(Musa et al., 1987; Xie, 1991; Lyu, 1996).
Numerous new models and procedures are proposed for effectively refining the estimation of
reliability of CBS (Littlewood, 1979; Schneidewind and Keller, 1992; Pasquini et al., 1996;
Gokhale and Trivedi, 1997; Gokhale et al., 1998; Wang et al., 1999; Pham, 2006; Malaiya et al.,
2002; Huang et al., 2003; Meyer, 2003; Tian et al., 2004; Popic et al., 2005; Huang and Lin,
2006; Almering et al., 2007; Dubey et al., 2017). However, existing reliability prediction
approaches for CBS lack in some of the areas. In short, these disadvantages are penalty of the
assumption that components fail independently and each component failure leads to a system
failure, which is common to most existing reliability models for CBS. Hence most essential issue
faced in component-based developers’ community is the reliability (Sitaraman and Weide, 1994;
Garg et al., 2016). There are two main categories of reliability estimation processes, which are the
system level and component level. Approaches of first category don’t consider individual
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components’ information and treat system as a whole (Singh et al., 2001). In second category, the
approaches use components’ information as a major factor in reliability analysis.
It is ever believed that a faults in software and the errors resulted from that fault (in any of the
component) are propagated to other components communicating or linked with that particular
component, and this is the most prominent cause of the failure of the components. Therefore
failures among the components are ever because of that communication or dependency of
components on each other. Error propagation is an essentials element from the developer’s point
of view since the process of estimation is applied to locate the most affected components and to
improve the reliability of the software system by the application of error detection and recovery
mechanism. Although a large number of studies have been proposed by numerous authors for
estimating error propagation among components of the system (Voas, 1997; Abdelmoez et al.,
2004; Cortellessa and Grassi, 2007; Pham and Defago, 2013). However some authors do not
consider it (Cheung, 1980; Reussner et al., 2003; Sharma and Trivedi, 2007; Cheung et al., 2008;
Brosch et al., 2012; Nautiyal et al., 2014). They assume that the control transfer between
components can be explained as a Markov process. This assumption denotes that execution of
next components only depends on execution of present component and is independent of past
although these assumptions don’t hold for all the applications. Hence we have included error
propagation in our approach. Three major factors which affect the system reliability (Cortellessa
and Grassi, 2007):




Failure probability of components
Error propagation probability
Path propagation probability

First one among these factors is component-level factors whereas remaining two are architecturelevel factors. If we neglect the factor of error propagation in reliability estimation then this may
result in over pessimistic analysis of reliability. Further, it may result in risk of redundant design
and execution efforts to increase reliability and there is also risk of mistaken decision in
component selection as well as architecture selection.
In this article, we have proposed framework for reliability estimation of CBSs. Here, we have
considered a vital architectural feature that is generally ignored for keeping reliability model
simple and this feature is EPP. It denotes the probability of occurrence of an error in one
component and its propagation to another component. The objective of this research is to analyze
the impression of error propagation on reliability of CBS. Based on the program structure, we
have proposed methods to calculate path reliability. These path reliabilities are then used to
estimate the system reliability. A numerical simulation of the proposed approach is also given.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 includes background study. Section 3 talks
about the details of error propagation and also method for computing EPP. Section 4 includes the
proposed framework. In Section 5, we have presented numerical simulation of proposed approach
on PACS and section 6 we have sensitivity analysis of PACS for finding most sensitive
component. At last, Section 7 concludes the findings.

2. Background Study
SRGM model treat the system as a black-box while estimating reliability. In our approach, we
have considered our system as a composition of software components. Some literature provide in
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depth survey of this field (Immonen and Niemelä, 2007). CBS differs from conventional systems
as the system is broken up into separate logical units that are integrated together to form a
complete software system. These units are COTS software products that are already developed.
Hence, the reliability of the whole system is considered to be a function of the reliability of the
components integrated to make the whole software system and the operational profile of the
system. Different categories of CBS reliability models, as suggested by (Goševa-Popstojanova
and Trivedi, 2001) are:




State-Based Models
Path-Based Models
Additive Models

We have used path-based model hence we will discuss only path based approaches. In these
approaches, we analyze various execution paths along with their execution frequency. These
models require complete source code of the CBS so as to create information about paths. This
information is then joined with the failure behavior for estimating reliability. Shooman model
(Shooman, 1973) and Yacoub et al. (2004) are the example of path-based models. Shooman
model is the first and foremost model that uses path-based approach for reliability estimation of a
system. Shooman assumes that the execution paths i and their frequencies fi are known already
and failure probability of each path is denoted by qi. So the probability of system failure can be
modeled as:
n

q0   fi * qi
i 1

where, n is the component count in the system (Shooman, 1973).
Yacoub provided a way for before time prediction of reliability. This strategy is strictly based on
execution scenario (Yacoub et al., 2004). A scenario can be defined be defined as a set of
interactions among components executed by exact input. Sequence diagrams are used by Yacoub
to define a scenario and these sequence diagrams are same as sequence diagram of UML.
Average execution time of components, average execution time of a scenario, and interaction
among different components information is provided by these diagrams. A CDG is constructed by
using the scenarios. A CDG is a modified control flow graph. Algorithm is then applied to CDG
to estimate the reliability of CBS. Cheung (Cheung, 1980) showed the flow of control between
components of the system as a Discrete Markov Chain Model. Some authors extended his
proposal to various architectural styles (Wang et al., 1999) and analyze performance (Sharma and
Trivedi, 2007) but they also don’t consider error propagation. Lipton (Lipton and Gokhale, 2008)
is one of those models who has extended Cheung’s model. Lipton considered interface failure and
connection failure too.
Reussner also used the same approach as Cheung’s but the difference is that it is based on RADL
(Reussner et al., 2003). Reussner approach is extended by (Brosch et al., 2012). Brosch discussed
the influence of system usage profile and operational environment on system reliability. These
approaches again don’t take error propagation into account. (Sato and Trivedi, 2007) merge
resource availability model and system model but again pays no attention to error propagation.
(Grassi, 2005) proposed an approach that makes use of recursively composed services. (Zheng
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and Lyu, 2010) discussed sequential, loop and parallel structure of composite services. Both of
these approaches ignore error propagation.
The approaches given by Cortellessa et al. (2002); Goseva-Popstojanova et al. (2003) utilized
UML diagrams for reliability estimation. Rodrigues et al. (2005) proposed an approach, also
don’t consider error propagation. This approach is based on message sequence chart. Popic et al.
(2005) and Cortellessa and Grassi (2007) considered error propagation in reliability estimation
process. Authors in Filieri et al. (2010), Mohamed and Zulkernine (2008) considered multiple
failure types. Most of these methods ignore the concept of error propagation for parallel and fault
tolerance execution model which are often used by modern software systems.

3. Computing Error Propagation Probability
Nassar defined error propagation as given in Eq. (1) (Nassar et al., 2002). EPP represents the
probability that a fault occurred in component X will result in erroneous output from component
Y. Error propagation is denoted by a MxM matrix if there are M components in the system where
EP(X,X) is equal to 1 because if a component fails then it is assumed to remain fail. Nassar
suggested error propagation between component X and Y can be defines as:

EP( X , Y ) 

1   PY ( x)  PX Y [ Fx 1 ( y )]2
xSY

ySY

1



vVX Y

(1)

PX Y [v]2

We consider error propagation an unconditional event i.e. error is propagated from component X
to Y without being conditioned by the occurrence of a message from component X to Y. This
unconditional error propagation probability is denoted by E(X, Y) and is calculated from
Transition Probability (T(X, Y)) by using the formula:
E(X, Y)=EP(X, Y)*T(X, Y)

(2)

T(X, Y)= (number of message between component X and Y) / (total number of observed
messages in the system).
By introducing error propagation in reliability estimation the reliability of components will be
modified. The probability of component Ci (without failure dependence) is
P(success of Ci | without failure dependence)= (RCi)ni

(3)

where, ni is the busy period of that component. Now remove the assumption of failure
independence. The component get executed successfully if no fault is propagated from other
components and also it does not counter its own fault i.e.
P(success of Ci)= P(success of Ci | without failure dependence)* P(no_error_propagated)

(4)

EPP from component j to i can be given by
P(error_prop j→i)=E(j, i) ϴj

(5)
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P(no_error_prop j→i)=1-E(j, i) ϴj

(6)

M

RPCi=P(success of Ci)= (RCi)ni *

 (1  E ( j, i)
j 1

j

)

(7)

4. Proposed Framework for Reliability Estimation
4.1 Definitions
Definition 1. A CBS can be represented as a CDG. Let G be the CDG which can be defined as
G=<C, T, P, R>, where C is the set of components, T is set of edges between any two
components and P is the set of transition probabilities and R is the set of reliability of
components.
Definition 2. A directed edge from Ci to Cj is Tij. This edge denotes transition from ith component
to jth component. If Tij=0, the nodes are not connected directly.
Definition 3. Testing path is a sequence of components travelled during execution. Reliability of
a testing path is the result of contribution of those components. The possible path of execution
can be identified by traversing the nodes starting from entry node to exit node.
Assumptions
a. For every component (Ci) of the system, the reliability (RCi) of the component is already
known in prior.
b. Failure rates for component and connectors are already given.
c. EPP is already given. We have assumed that we have EPP of components in advance.
d. Component failure is constant. A component is presumed to show similar failure
behavior all the time it is invoked.
e. Failure of different components is independent.

4.2 Proposed Framework
Following Figure 1 depicts the process of reliability estimation. In first step, developers of
components make available their CRS. This specification includes the information like failure
probabilities, error propagation probability, and transition probability etc. Method for finding
these values can be found in (Cheung, 1980; Hiller et al., 2004; Brosch et al., 2012). These
methods are beyond the scope of this paper. Next step is to construct component CDG. There are
various CASE tools available in the market to construct graphical representation of the system
like entity-relationship diagram, control flow diagram. By analyzing control flow diagram we can
create CDG.
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Create Component Reliability
Specification

CRS

Component
Developer
CDG

Create a CDG

Identify testing paths and
their reliability

Revise component
architecture

No
Assemble
components and
create actual
software

Yes

Set of testing
paths

Calculate Reliability of
the system using formula:
Rs=max(Rpk)
Rs=min(Rpk)
Rs=avg(Rpk)

If result
is OK?

Figure 1. Proposed framework

Third step is to identify all the possible test paths. These testing paths may vary according to the
program structure. We have taken into account three program structures: sequential structure,
branch structure and loop structure (discussed in detail in following section). In general, if there
are pk different execution paths in system then the reliability of a CBS can be given by following
three different formulae
Rs=max(Rpk)
Rs=min(Rpk)
Rs=avg(Rpk)
where Rpk is the reliability of pkth path. First one is an optimistic estimate; second one is
conservative estimate and third is a moderate estimate ( Krishnamurthy and Mathur, 1997;
Schneidewind, 2009). From the last two estimates, we can observe that selection of testing path
greatly affect the accuracy of reliability (Chen et al., 2001; Myers et al., 2011; Jorgensen, 2008).
If acceptable level of reliability is reached then we can use those components and built our real
system otherwise we have to change the component or their usage profile etc. and then the whole
process is repeated.

4.3 Introducing Program Structure
This section is dedicated to extending the proposed reliability analysis to include program
structure while estimating reliability of the CBS. We have considered three program structures;
sequential structure, branch structure and loop structure.
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Sequential Structure: Let us assume that the system execution is following a sequential path
which consists of N nodes or components. C1 is the entry component and CN is the exit
component. Then the path reliability can be given by
N

Rpk  R1 *  RPCi

(8)

i 2

N

where, RPCi=P(success of Ci) =(RCi)ni *

 (1  E ( j, i)
j 1

j

).

Proof: The sequential structure is executed in a fixed order (Figure 2). As we have considered
error propagation, component’s reliability can be calculated as (from section 3)
N

RPCi  ( Ri ) ni *  (1  E ( j , i ) j )
j 1

T1,2

C1

C2

T2,3

C3

T3,4

C4

CN-1

TN-1,N

CN

Figure 2. Sequential structure

Component C1 is always executed only once when the system is entered. So reliability of
sequential path can be measured as:
N

Rpk  R1 *  RPCi .
i 2

Branch Structure: Let us assume that the system execution contains N-2 branches and each
branch is independent of each other. Then the path reliability can be given by
N 1

ni
Rpk  R1 *  RPC
* RPCM N 2
i

(9)

i 2

Proof: To verify the above formulae, consider the system structure as shown in Figure 3. Each
branch in the system can be considered a sequential path so there are N-2 paths in the system and
output node must be visited during each path. Using similar calculation of sequential structure:

R p  R1 *( R2 * R3 ....RN ) *( Ri * Ri 1....RN )
k

N 1

(10)

=R1 *  RPCi * RPCN N  2
i 2
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C2

C1
T2, N

T1, 2

C2

CN
T2, N

T1, 2
Branch 1

T1, i
C
R1

Ti, N

Ci

CN

T1, i
Ti, N
Ci

C1

CN

TN-1,N

T1, N-1
CN-1

Branch i
T1, N-1
TN-1, N
C1

CN-1

CN

Figure 3. Branch structure and expansion

Loop Structure: Third program structure we have considered is loop structure. Assume testing
path is a loop structure of l iterations and there are 5 nodes in a single iteration where C 1 is the
entry node and C4 is the exit node. Hence reliability can be defined as

Rpk  R1 * R2

l ( l 1)
2

*R3

l ( l 1)
2

*R4l

(11)

Proof: In loop structure component C2, C3 are executing repeatedly (Figure 4). Similar to
sequential and branch structure we have calculated the reliability in case of loop structure. As
can be seen from the Figure 6, in first iteration of the loop component C2 and C3 are used only
once, in second iteration they used two time and this busy period increase as the loop iteration
increases. So for l iterations busy period of components C2 and C3 forms arithmetic progression
whose first term (a) is 1 and difference (d) is 1. Therefore the sum of arithmetic progression up to
l terms
S= n/2{a+nd}= l/2{1+l*1}=l(l+1)/2
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T1, 2

T2, 3

C1

C2

T3, 4
C3

C4

T3, 2

T2, 3
T2, 3

T1, 2
C1

T2, 3
C2

T3, 2
C3

C2

T3, 2

C2

T3, 4

C4

T3, 2
C3
T3, 4

C3

T3, 4
C4
Loop
1

Loop
2

Figure 4. Loop structure and expansion



R pk   R1 * R2 * R3 * R4  *


iteration 1




 ( R2 * R3 ) * ( R2 * R3 ) * R4  *


iteration 2




 ( R2 * R3 ) * ( R2 * R3 ) * ( R2 * R3 ) * R4  *


iteration 2




.....  {( R2 * R3 ) * ( R2 * R3 ) * ( R2 * R3 ).....l times}* R4 


iteration l


1
2
3
= R1 * (( R2 * R3 ) * R4 ) * (( R2 * R3 ) * R4 ) * (( R2 * R3 ) * R4 ) *....(( R2 * R3 ) l * R4 )
= R1 * R 21 23.....l * R 31 23.....l * R 4111....l
= R1 * R 2

l ( l 1)
2

* R3

l ( l 1)
2

* R 4l .

5 Numerical Simulation
We have applied the proposed approach on PACS. System description is given in National
Security Agency (2003). PACS consists of 5 components. And their reliabilities are RC1=0.998,
RC2=0.995, RC3=0.998, RC4=0.994, RC5=0.994. Failure probability and EPP are taken from Popic
et al. (2005). According to Lil et al. (2004) , they have implemented the project under two
different configuration and reliabilities are found 91.6 and 99.85. Data is as follows (Table 1 and
Table 2).
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Table 1. EPP matrix
C1
0
0.804878
0
0
0

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

C2
0.425169
0
0.687124
0
0

C3
0
0.02439
0
0
0

C4
0
0.08338
0
0
0

C5
0
0.073165
0
0
0

Scenario1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

4
1
0
1
1

5
1
0
1
1

24
4
1
3
0

Table 2. Information record
Busy Period
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Failure Probability
=(1-Reliability)
0.002
0.005
0.002
0.006
0.006

5.1 Effect of Error Propagation on System Reliability
5.1.1 System Reliability without Error Propagation
For Scenario 1:
Rp1=(RC1)4*(RC2)1*(RC3)0*(RC4)1*(RC5)1
=(0.998)4*(0.995)1*(0.998)0*(0.994)1*(0.994)1
=0.97525462.

For Scenario 2:
Rp2=(RC1)5*(RC2)1*(RC3)0*(RC4)1*(RC5)1
=(0.998)5*(0.995)1*(0.998)0*(0.994)1*(0.994)1
=0.97330411.

For Scenario 3:
Rp3=(RC1)24*(RC2)4*(RC3)1*(RC4)3*(RC5)0
=(0.998)24*(0.995)4*(0.998)1*(0.994)3*(0.994)0
=0.91561945.
By taking conservative approach (from section 4.2),
Rs=min(Rp1,Rp2,Rp3)=min(0.97525462,0.97330411,0.91561945)=0.91561945
By taking optimistic approach,
Rs=max(Rp1,Rp2,Rp3)=max( 0.97525462,0.97330411,0.91561945)=0.97330411
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By taking moderate estimate,
Rs=avg(Rp1,Rp2,Rp3)= (0.97525462+0.97330411+0.91561945)/3=0.95472606.
5.1.2 System Reliability with Error Propagation
For Scenario 1:
RPC1=P(success of C1 under failure dependence)= (0.998)4(1-0.425169*0.002)
=(0.998)4*(1-0.000850338)=0.99202397*0.99914966=0.99118041
RPC2=(0.995)(1-0.804878*0.005)(1-0.02439*0.002)(1-0.08338*0.006)(1-0.073165*0.006)
=0.995(1-0.00402439)(1-0.00004878)(1-0.00050028)(1-0.00043899)
=0.995(0.99597561)(0.99995122)(0.99949972)(0.99956101)=0.995*0.99498929
=0.99001684.
RPC3=(0.998)0(1-0.687124*0.005)=1-0.00343562=0.99656438
RPC4=(0.994)1=0.994.
RPC5=0.994.
So, testing path p1 reliability, Rp1= 0.96621421.

For Scenario 2:
RPC1=(0.998)5(1-0.425169*0.002)= 0.98919805.
RPC2=(0.995)(1-0.804878*0.005)(1-0.02439*0.002)(1-0.08338*0.006)(1-0.073165*0.006)
=0.995(1-0.00402439)(1-0.00004878)(1-0.00050028)(1-0.00043899)
=0.995(0.99597561)(0.99995122)(0.99949972)(0.99956101)
=0.99001684.
RPC3=(0.998)0(1-0.687124*0.005)=1-0.00343562=0.99656438.
RPC4=(0.994)1=0.994.
RPC5=0.994.

So, testing path p2 reliability, Rp2=0.96428178.

For Scenario 3:
RPC1=(0.998)24(1-0.425169*0.002)
=0.95308798(1-0.000850338)=0.95308798*0.99914966=0.95227753
RPC2=(0.995)4(1-0.804878*0.005)(1-0.02439*0.002)(1-0.08338*0.006)(1-0.073165*0.006)
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=0.97524072
RPC3=(0.998)1(1-0.687124*0.005)=0.998*(1-0.00343562)=0.998*0.99656438=0.99457125
RPC4=(0.994)3=0.98210778
RPC4=0.994.

So, testing path p3 reliability, Rp3=0.90168906.

By taking conservative approach,
Rs=min(Rp1,Rp2,Rp3)=min( 0.96621421,0.96428178,0.90168906)=0.90168906.

By taking optimistic approach,
Rs=max(Rp1,Rp2,Rp3)=max( 0.96621421,0.96428178,0.90168906)=0.96621421.

By taking moderate estimate,
Rs=avg(Rp1,Rp2,Rp3)= (0.96621421+0.96428178+0.90168906)/3=0.94406168.
Following Figure 5 shows the effect of considering error propagation in reliability estimation. As
we can, reliability of the system decreases when we took error propagation into account.

Figure 5. Effect of considering error propagation

6 Finding the Most Sensitive Component
Sensitivity is a measure that is used to analyze the effect of change in reliability of a component
on overall system reliability. Most sensitive component have a higher effect on system reliability,
hence we can improve system reliability by improving that particular component. In sensitivity
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analysis, we have to find such component which is more important than others. According to (Lo
et al., 2003), we are concerned for the following condition

Rs
Rs

, for all j=1, 2, ...M
Ri
R j

(12)

We can define Tch, Ri and Sch,Ri as follows,
Tch , Ri 

Sch, Ri 

RS ( R1...Ri  ch,...RM )  RS ( R1...RM )
100%
RS ( R1...RM )

Tch, Ri
ch

(13)

100%

(14)

Therefore, ith component is said to be the most sensitive component if following inequality is
satisfied:
(15)
Sch, Ri  Sch , R j , for all j=1,2,3....M

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis (Scenario 1)

Sensitivity

Change in Reliability
-0.08

-0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

C1

-0.396008

-0.3972015

-0.3983982

-0.3995988

0

0.388426

0.39

0.4044367

0.40564675

C2

-0.1005337

-0.1005441

-0.1005652

-0.1006288

0

0.1003763

0.10043918

0.1004603

0.10047074

C3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

C4

-0.1006038

-0.1006036

-0.1006035

-0.1006034

0

0.1006035

0.10060372

0.10060363

0.1006036

C5

-0.1006038

-0.1006036

-0.1006035

-0.1006034

0

0.1006035

0.10060372

0.10060363

0.1006036

Figure 6. Sensitivity analysis (Scenario 1)
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We have done sensitivity analysis of scenario 1 only, and found that C1 is the most sensitive
component and C3 does not affect system reliability as C3 is not participating in that particular
scenario. Sensitivity curves of component C4 and C5 are overlapping it indicates that they equally
sensitive because they have same reliability and same busy period in that particular scenario.
Results of sensitivity analysis are presented in Table 3 and Figure 6.

7. Conclusion
In this article, we have proposed a framework for estimating reliability of CBS while considering
EPP between components of the system. Many researchers overlooked this major factor.
Although it can be the case if the components are not dependent on each other but not true for
many CBS. We have analyzed the program structure in estimation process. Three program
structures are taken into account viz; sequential structure, branch structure and loop structure.
Further, the proposed approach is applied to a system (PACS) for three scenarios. Sensitivity
analysis is done to identify the most critical component, which affects system reliability more
than other components.
Open issues for future research are; the proposed approach demand significant efforts for
estimation process. Hence an automated tool for estimation can be found like; UML for example,
for calculating error propagation matrix etc. Moreover, concurrent errors in multiple components
can also be considered in near future. Further we have assumed that component failure is
constant, in future we can relax this assumption and improve our approach in this direction.
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